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1 - Friends 4-ever Noekie

On a very ordinary day zat Marinka behind its computer. On the Internet site www.kindertent.nl. she
came on a Internet site correct www.kindertent.nl/noekie_14 them its winx site very beautiful had made
and wanted sometimes test or everyone him this way beautiful found therefore them really will look at for
winx awards. And on www.kindertent.nl/noekie_14 winx award accidentally stood. Therefore Marinka will
register of course her immediately. She wrote a berichtje in the guest book of the so-called Noekie_14
this schreef them: Haaaaloooowwwwwwwwjjjjuuuuuuuuusss this way what has you a beautiful site. I
have myself winx site and I want sometimes look at if so-called x-factor satisfy my Internet site to. And
then I came and then saw I you winx award therefore can I with that to do?? a couple days later
recovered them a berichtje of that Noekie_14 this stood: hey hey beautiful site tuurlijk can you
participate kzal you put. And this way Marinka participated therefore to the award of Noekie_14.To a
couple later Noekie_14 that I said days with 49% of the votes had won. I Marinka got then the award
which I had won. I found him this way beautiful that I to went its site. And in a berichtje asked if them me
wild owl disc harrows how she made those awards. And that invented them natural well ^^. therefore
them empty that she does that with a programme that PowerPoint is called. Therefore I all ask of if she
wanted me lay that from really ordinary exactly how she did that. And that wanted them of course,
however, because them zoon sgatje is:D therefore yes we had something invent each other well to be
able understand therefore I asked to Anouk if she had Msn. And yes hear that she had therefore I gave
her my Msn.ze empty it from how I it had do and then went it in fact automatically. There simply a type of
click really came and since then can we hours long behind the comp sit and hours long together ring
until 1 of our way must unfortunately. But then it goes up of course the next day exactly same the ^^ as
the one annoys himself he the other ring and the other way around of course also. But unfortunately
Anouk and I live up to that point from each other. Because Anouk live, as it happens, in noord-Brabant
and I in zuid-Holland and that lie complete unfortunately L. gone far from each other but we had at last
found last 2 days after Anouk anniversary a gaatje opbezoek to come I and Anouk had natural a lot of
sense. I had bought nice cadeautje for her that as a matter of fact here still in the cupboard:P lie. But yes
then on very last (1 day in avance) Anouk heard that its girlfriends something had landed etc.. Therefore
there she had gone because it heelmaal were already planned. Thus I could not come. Marinka and
Anouk were then complete sad. But such as Anouk say we find, however, a new gaatje ^^. later go I
further with the tale if I something new to communicate have:P
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